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Staff writers illuminate
differences between men,
women in battle of sexes

Motorcycle racer aims to
compete at national level,
raise leukemia awareness
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Curtain
falls on
master
of TV
domain
By Ed Oberweiser
Seiwir Staff W river

By mid-semester, SJSU’s Spartan Pub will be transformed into the
Market Cafe Also not returning for the fall semester are Redhawk Cafe

Darnel Frohlich Spilrf ill) 1), tilt
and the Roost, which will be replaced by Carl’s Jr. and Sbarro Pizza. The
renovations are designed to appeal to more students.

Spartan Pub
to get facelift
By Carol Dillon
Stall Writer
"If it doesn’t get all over the place it doesn’t
belong in your face."
That’s the mantra from Carl’s Jr. that students may find themselves chanting when the
burger titan takes up residence at San Jose
State University next fall.
Carl’s Jr. along with Sbarro Pizza are two
companies that will be making the jump onto
campus. They will nerve into space now occupied by Redhawk Cale, The Roost and the
Spartan Pub, after an extensive summer
remodeling project. Phase three involves the
enclosure of MacQuarrie Hall’s lower level and
providing food service inside, but it is still in
the early planning sessions.
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According
to
Michele
Gendreau, director of Spartan
Dining Services, the introduction of the chain restaurant is Artist’s rendering of the new Market Cafe on campus
the culmination of a retail
Student input into the reorganization has
master plan started a y varand -a -half ago.
This plan is the study of the nett& ttf. the cam- been utilized since its inception. according to
Jeff Isatulian and Heather Conk. tangoing and
The
t ) invite
pus and customer or
corporations wa:, not nal& light k I ;endreau incntning presidents of Ass( slated Students.
s
said. Extensive research ti k1.1;1(1.. Involving respectively. They are two of the fiair
focus groups and the surveying ..f,.v.i 700 stu- who served on the Spartan Shojis INiard it
directors, along with membars it S.IF1 faculty
dents.: eating habits and preferel
The restructuring program invole es three and staff Cook feels their ii;.I’S1.110. has been
phases or gradual levels of change, according important because they can represent the stuto Gendreau. Phase one of the new plan was dents’ interest in the type of food service they
the introduction of .Iamba Juice in the Student want.
The survey found that two of the most popUnion last year. Phase two involves a complete
reconstruction of The Pub, The Red Hawk Cab. ular foods were hamburgers and pizza, with
and The Roost.
See Pub, page 10

Student perception
of SJSU on upswing
By Peggy Flynn
Staff Writer

J Sterling Gunsa
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SOUCCO’ TIllinghast’s mass communications class

One down,
five to stay
Tech report
proposes
By Asa Bezel!
Staff Wnter

Campus survey presents results
The more things change, the more
they stay the same.
At least that is the overall result of
a survey done by a San Jose State
University mass communications
research class.
"Some things don’t change after
all," said William Tillinghast, an
SJSU mass communications professor. "Most perceptions are still the
same. After all, except for the
changeover in students, many faculty
and staff haven’t changed."
The survey comprised two samples
of SJSU students, 378 in 1990 and
465 in 1998. Students assigned
grades, ranking from 4.0 (an "A") to
0.0 (an "F"), to various campus characteristics. Grades were given based
on student perception for items such
as university reputation, class and
teacher quality and parking.

Seinfeld, the most popular comedy TV show of
the 1990s, according to a December 26 New York
Times article, will air its last episode this week:
The show was so successful it became the No. 1
Thursday night program and helped NBC reap
profits approaching $1 billion in 1997.
Among San Jose State University student%
anticipation of the Seinfeld finale is mixed.
"I can’t wait to watch it," finance major
Everett Bowes said. "This is a part of history.
People will be talking forever about ’MASH’, the
last ’Tonight Show’ with Johnny Carson, the
’Cosby Show’ and ’Seinfeld: "
Bowes said har was a regular "Seinfeld" watcher until this semester when he had a night class
that made him miss the show’s first half.
The last show’s contents? Bowes doesn’t think
there will be any wrapping up or surprises.
"That’s not what this show is about. I think it
will leave as quietly as it came. I hope they do a
retrospective from the first time Kramer throws
open the. door," Bowes said, referring to the physical shtick by Michael Richard’s character.
Liberal studies major Sarah Baum disagrees.
"Maybe George and Elaine. will get engaged,"
Baum said. "Maybe it will be Jerry and Elaine
Something big is going to happen."
Baum said she has only watched "Seinfeld"
couple of times, but is going to watch the finals!
just because of all the hype it has been gettint.
She said she heard about the high price of al
aired during the show and is interested in seeing
the high-priced advertisements.
Ads run during the season finale will cost $1.
million tia. 30 seconds, which tops the Superbovil
ad cost of $1 3 million per half minute
See Seinfeld, page 10

hthilim,1 \Jew Spartrin Nat
Journalism professor Bill Tillinghast’s mass communications class completed a survey grading the university.
"We did this survey to do a comparison over time," Tillinghast said. "I
wanted to teach them how to gather
information and how to structure
their findings."
According to Tillinghast, the findings were mainly static and didn’t
change much over the eight-year
span.
Campus safety was given a "C"

average (2.12. i up from a "D"11.66) in
1990, and the perception of SJSU
overall was given a low "II" (2.65) up
from 2.49 in 1990.
Quality of teaching and intellectual stimulation both received high "B"
averages I3 (19 and 3.05 respectively,)
which went up just sightly (2.96 and
2.88) from 1990.
See Class study, page 10

The fate of San Jose State University’s
eight Division of Technology programs have
yet to be determined, according to Executive
Assistant to the Provost Vend L. Phillips.
As the latest development in a 2-year
process, the Curriculum Committee released
a report last week that supported the retention of five of the programs, recommended a
combination of two and the termination of
one.
"We cannot predict at this point what the
(final) decision is going to be," Phillips said.
"We expect that in June a decision will be
made."
The five programs supported by the
Curriculum Committee, according to the
report, were: manufacturing systems, electronics and computer technology, document
design and management, quality assurance,
and industrial technology (teacher education.)
The committee proposed that the master of
science in quality assurance be combined
with the master of arts in industrial studies I
See Pechnology, page 10
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Even though men and women
have walked the earth together
for thousands of years, they still
engage in the battle of the sexes.
Feminine rituals leave
men in the dark, little
hope for understanding

The difference between
men and women: huge
overdose of testosterone
what’s there not to
Men
love? Testosterone, masculinity, boy-like charm,
inability to admit when their
female significant other may be
well, maybe there are
right
some things that can be improved.
Thus, I compiled a list of things that
drive me crazy about men:
Men never admit when they’re
wrong. The last man to do so was
General George Custer.
Men will buy a $500 car and
install a $4000 stereo.
Men think they can fix anything. In reality, they are
only good at taking things apart and leaving them
that way.
’ Men can’t go grocery shopping. If he is sent to the
store to buy bread, milk and eggs, don’t be surprised if
he comes back with a case of beer, an oil filter and a bulk
package of ground beef.
’Men are naive, marketing targets. Anything labeled
"industrial strength" or "professional" is immediately
purchased, regardless of need.
’When it comes to children, women are aware of their
every need: doctor/dentist appointment, ballet recitals,
soccer practice, etc. Men are vaguely aware that some
short people are living in the house.
’Men have too much male pride. When at a restaurant and the check comes, Mike, Bob, Rick and Bill will
the bill is only
all throw in $20 bills even though
$22.50. No one will have anything smaller, and no one
will ask for change.
’ Things you’ll never hear a man say: i a "Sometimes
I just want to be held." (I) "We haven’t been to the mall
in ages. Let’s go shopping and I’ll hold your purse."
"Forget Monday Night Football, let’s watch Murphy
Brown."
Now don’t get me wrong, men have their strong
points, too:
’ Men have six items in their bathrooms: a toothbrush, toothpaste (sans cap), shaving cream, razor, a bar
of Dial soap, and a towel from the Holiday Inn. Women
average over 400 items in their bathrooms. Men can’t
identify any of these items.
Men see the phone as a communication tool. Women
will come home from a two-week vacation with their
best friend, pick up the phone, call the same friend and
talk for two hours.
’ Men use the mirror to check themselves out. Women
use anything to check out their reflection: spoons, store
windows, etc.
*When a man says he’s ready to go, he is really ready.
When a woman says she’s ready, she means after she’s
put on her makeup, found her earrings, fed the dog ...
’Men can always find their way in sports arenas
Women usually just follow the men.
’ Men use restrooms for purely biological reasons and
will never hold a conversation within those walls.
Women use restrooms as social lounges. Women who
have never met will leave a restroorn giggling together
like old friends.
’ Men can sport a beer gut and still be sexy to women.
’ Men have one mood, all the time.
These differences are a result of one thing: testosterone poisoning. This is why women live an average of
10 years longer than men....
Peggy Flynn is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Talking Heads

"I like a man’s gentle
strength best, and his inflexibility least."

Shelly Davis
graduate student
nutrition

"I like a woman who is
understanding best, and one
who lies the least."

Alex Jenne
freshman
music composition

Illustration by Zack Lurhetti

the most part, men could
For
not get through life without
women. However, speaking
on behalf of men across the nation,
women as a species share general
characteristics that us guys find
simply annoying.
These nuisances of women go
past their criticizing our own
beloved rituals that include beer,
sports and bachelor parties. It is
the things about women that men
can’t understand, won’t ever
understand, don’t want to understand and yet must deal with. So in no particular order,
here’s the list of generalizations.
Bathroom rituals: Women spend the longest time in
the bathroom, and I have decided to stop trying to figure
out what female rituals go on. I understand putting on
makeup, taking off makeup, yadda yadda yadda. But for
over an hour? Annoying.
An evening out on the town: This should not consist of
a fashion show of everything in a woman’s closet, but it
does. Guys, when you’re already 20 minutes late and she
asks if her accessories match her outfit, say yes. If she
second guesses, adamantly say everything looks beautiful. If you shrug and say it looks OK, you’re waiting for
another three outfits, at least.
Dumb personal question: The worst came from my exwife who was eight months pregnant, looking at herself
in the mirror and asking "Do I look fat?" Of course you
look fat. You’re eight months pregnant, you’re supposed
to be fat.
Thlephones: I swear I was astonished and relieved
when my daughter was born and there wasn’t a telephone attached to her ear. Women can spend hours on
the phone talking about nothing, run up the phone bill,
then get mad at their husbands/boyfriends for overspending on something important, like beer, sports or
gambling.
Cuddling after sex: After giving two hours of quality
time between the sheets, cuddling is not high on a guy’s
to do list. Catching the 11 p.m. showing of SportsCenter
or a few laughs from Leno or Letterman is what guys
want to do.
Shopping trips: Women can spend hours upon end
sipping espressos, talking about who’s getting married
while aimlessly walking through malls, purchasing
nothing. I don’t get it. Get in, get what you need and get
out. It has worked for men for generations upon generations.
Soap operas: Men often take heat for spending weekends watching football, basketball, baseball or hockey,
but men don’t really care that their wives/girlfriends
spend 5-10 hours per week watching soap operas. Soaps
during the day and soaps at night. Jane slept with Jim.
Jane was seduced by Jim’s son Jack. Jack and Jane have
twins. Jane goes back to Jim, who is now a member of a
devil-worshipping, sex-crazed cult.
To be fair, there are things about women that I can’t
resist, which is why I will always deal with the trivial
an
Sundresses
Intelligent, attractive women wearing
a sundress and I’m a goner.
Smell The way a woman smells is enough to make
men ...
Sex
You’d rather be the Master of Your Domain?
The good absolutely outweighs the annoying, and is
something men have dealt with for generations. It’s
what makes women so special and different from us.
Mark Gomez is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

What do you like most and least about the opposite sex?

"I like a gentle man the
best, and a controlling man
the least."

Kathy Kursak
senior
music/voice

"I like women who take
action when they need to get
something done best, and
women who sacrifice selfrespect to satisfy others the
least."
Ezekiel Griffin
freshman
health science

"I like men with a good
sense of humor the best, and
men who are unable to
understand or communicate
with women the least."
Carol Casey
junior
nutrition food science

"I like women with intellect best, and women who try
to flaunt their bodies more
than their minds the least."

Kyle Higgins
freshman
history

Compiled by Mindy I.eigh Griser and photos by Scott Lechner
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Shades of TV Guide: one last hurrah

LET I FRS TO THE

lawyer in San Jose is defense attorney
what’s a girl to do who has a big
Pennypacker. A University Police
Somouth, an opinion on most everyDepartment officer has the name of
thing and still has tons of topics
John Laws. And (this is confirmed)
to discuss in her final column of the
there is a gynecologist from Los
semester?
Angeles whose name is Bonnie
Well, I don’t know what she would
Beaver. Cheers, cheers, cheers and
do, but, being an ardent fan of TV
cheers.
Guide (though it took me until now to
’Jeers to the Adult Video Awards
admit that in print) here’s my definifor bestowing upon Pamela Anderson
tive list of cheers and jeers for the 12 of
Lee the title of best newcomer. (No
you:
11111111
reason necessary.)
*Cheers to fruits of labor. A new
Milner
K
Terri
.
For those of you who, like me, have
study by doctors from the University of
yet to graduate, take heart: Those who
Texas Southwestern Medical Center
have college degrees have sex less
found that women who received pain
often than those who do not.
killing epidurals were in labor an averIt seems college graduates have sex
age of an hour and a half longer.
Honestly, I don’t ca., if it takes four days to 52 times a year, while those with high school
squeeze that sucker out as long as I’m virtually diplomas engage in intercourse 59 times. Either
way, it deserves a jeer because that just doesn’t
numb from the waist down.
when you’re spread eagled and seem like enough.
Hello
(And, while we’re on the topic, SJSU is giving
attempting to pass a watermelon, the stronger
Andrew Hussey a degree before me, so I want to
the drugs the better.
Cheers to the creators of the penis desensi- congratulate my favorite "Loser Friendly" guy on
what he has to look forward to. Just think Drew:
tizer STUD 100.
52 times a year.)
Keep up the good work.
Jeers to a recent Time/CNN poll that
Cheers to the recent study that found those
who watch PBS have more sex than those who revealed 48 percent of those questioned thought
watch prime-time dramas. Well, who wouldn’t, Clinton has only been an average president. Hell,
what with all those horny rhinos and giraffes even Monica Lewinsky gave him bigger raves
running around? And the grunion ... good God, than that.
’ Jeers to all of the Seinfeld build-up. All the
the grunion!
’Jeers to the new birth control pills that are countdowns, Seinfeld sightings and magazine
even more effective than the standard 99 percent covers have left me wanting to be master of my
of most birth control pills when taken correctly. domain and abstain from watching.
Enough with the foreplay, let’s just get it over
Drawback: the pills have the potential of a more
substantial weight gain in the realm of 15 to with already.
*And cheers to the finding that one serving of
20 pounds. Ah yes, now pregnancy isn’t even an
issue any more; actually getting laid is the main fish a week can cut in half the risk of sudden cardiac death.
concern.
Well, as long as it tastes like chicken ...
I would be remiss if I didn’t point out that the
Oh yes, and before I forget, for all of you who
person in charge of fielding comments/questions
regarding the new impotency wonder worker came in to the Daily to "discuss" astrology, I wrote
insert big cheers here the horoscopes and, I confess, I truly did have a
Viagra is a woman with
vendetta against Capricorn.
the last name of Woodcock. (No kidding.)
But wait I have more: The scientist who cloned
Thrri K Milner is a Spartan Daily co-executive editor
Dolly the sheep has the last name of Seed. A

Music night at 7 30 p to
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Student l’nion’s Almaden Room
For more information. t’all David at
,4081260 7.312

p.m. at corner ttl 101 ti and
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For more mkt-m.0,11
.408, 9311.1610

EPISCOPAL t’ANTEHIII

OF ART & DESIGN

Student Gallirie.’ Art Show.

S:111

Carlos streets

tions and elect ions at 2 :10 p in. For
more information. call !GM: 92434378

scnom

Daily 111aes from 12,10 - 12’35

from 10 a m
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1 p in In the Art
Building/Intl.-Dial Studies Foi
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All Brendan .it
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ConnUNITY

Dinner and di-, tission from
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- 7 p.m

tie the Student t’ition’s
Pacheco Boom For more Inform:Itime, call Anna at .4041 293-2401.

5.1811.1 MARIACIII WORKSHOP
Concierto
Priniavvra
a
spring concert of traditional mari11011 Musa’ In the Student
Ballroom at 7 p m

For more information, call I 408i 924-4675

SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Student Galleries Art Shows
4 it 111 111 the Art
from 10 a m
Ruilding/Industt IA Studies For
more information. call Brendan at
i 408. 924.4330

SCHOOL or MUSIC & DANCE
Student dance scholarship performance at 7 p m

in SI’X 219,

Studio Theatre

Thank you very much for
printing my letter May 4.
Your paper has long been the
harbor of soft -minded liberal
opinions.
In order to spice up your editorial, I put forth a conservative
opinion that held two main
points. Of course, it also held
metaphorical comparisons that
not only lit Professor Brian
Peterson’s fire. hut caused him
to miss both points entirely. If
an S-ISIT professor can fail to
get my message, perhaps several others have done so as well.
First, our courts are noire
involved in our daily lives than
ever befOre. These days. the
courts are allowing children to
sue their parents. Husbands
and wives sue each other
Convicted criminals sue their
arresting officers.
As citizens. we now look to

ALUM

A light buffet and refreshments
will be served. Erma 6 30-9 p.m. at
The Center for Software 1)evelopment.
r.108 557.

For more Information.
6755.

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP
Praise & Sharing in the Spartan
NIenntrial Chapel from 330- 6 p in
l’or

l.311

Eg11119.

Reminder
STUDENT LIFE CENTER LOST & FOUND
Check fur your lust items bolero
you F., VI for the summer ()pen
Monday

Friday all summer from S
Eor more information.

in
iip
O-

call .408. 924

riono

Friday
SAN JOSE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
TASK FORCE

SinvIrf
t14,1,11,
lot .ntr te.
/1141,11,rii,

"Tough

" a one -art
playful domestic violence in
America, at 7 p n, at Gunderson
High School Free admission For
more information. call Christine at
.401.1) 224-4347

lk
ifitki
$411 aryl 4.111 7’h. detlillrr
11,..n. thrr.
Ent l
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Reader- are ete enraged It, ’,pre

who are not exactly like you."
Perhaps I’m naive, but I
expect a professor to act like an
educated professional, not like a
thug making threatening verbal
assaults against another person.
words,
the
Perhaps
"Professor, teach thyself" are
appropriate here.

Thanks
for
hangin’
tough

Your friends at the

have,s..cond, I don’t believe political groups slit uld base their
political agendas selely upon
nuiscle by using taxpayer funds
to tight groups like the B.S.A.,
etc.
I could care less what people’s sexual pret’erences .ire If
my boss, for example. goes cemplettly head -over heels for
bizarre sexual interliales. that’s
fine with nu.. As long as he
keeps it to himself My only cull’
cern with my boss is that he
Mies a great
as my sopervi
sot.
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Unfiirtunately. the homosexual political agenda has taken
what was once behind closed
doors and shoved it into the
public limelight. Some people
call it an increase in awareness.
Most people call it a lack of
decency.
And as far as Peterson’s
threat to "Stay the hell away
from his children." he needn’t
worry ;Moot me What he
sheuid worry alualt is using the
language in his response at
home. If he isn’t careful, his
children’s ears will burn from
his slurs and swearing long
before they’ll hear the first
sounds of my conservative (pinion.
Dave Stornetta
humanities and arti
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court decisions to see what wt.
can or cannot do. As this trend
continues. we will continue to
lose our freedoms. proportionately Thk Boy Scouts of
America example sh.)uld have
brought this ti’ everyone’s
attention. If it hasn’t, I hope I
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SPARTAN DAILY
Opinion page policies

I.

doesn’t make one right and the
other wrong.
Fortunately, we live in a
place where both are entitled to
their opinion. However, it concerns me that a professor at this
school seemingly has no problem ostracizing or isolating a
person from society for merely
expressing a view that doesn’t
agree with his own,
He is doing just what he
accuses the writer of when he
states, "I will do everything I
can to protect my children from
your self-righteous hatred of all

I’m tired of the "holier than
thou" speeches I hear day
after day lately. I’m referring to
the May 11 letter to the editor
by Professor Brian Peterson in
response to a letter you printed
concerning the Boy Scouts and
homosexuality.
Peterson blasts the writer
and really says nothing. His letter is just a condemnation of the
person who wrote the letter.
Frankly, I don’t understand
his apparent seething anger
toward this person. They don’t
agree on something, hut that

Internet Can 1)eveloit Community."

S.JSU

Thursday

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

ushers to the moment I left this
inspiring musical.
I just wanted to thank every
member of this amazing cast
and crew from the bottom of my
heart for putting a smile on my
face and hope in my soul.
Their acting, singing, dancing, and love for their art really
inspired me and many others
I’m sure. Once again, thank
you.

Prof’s diatribe confusing to Daily reader

Cyberticlinwoze. "How the

Regular meeting for nomina-

in the

been put in a more appropriate
manner so as to not hurt one’s
peers.
Anyway, I deeply feel that the
other side, those of us who sat
through the show smiling and
left the show feeling optimistic,
need to be represented. I am not
familar with many of the old
movies and songs that were
referred to throughout the
showbut I still appreciated
every moment of my experience
from the instant I was welcomed into the theatre by the

After reading last week’s
review of "A Day in
Hollywood, A Night in the
Ukraine" and then seeing the
show on Friday night, I feel an
uncomfortable need to share my
experience with the Saprtan
Daily readers.
I can sum up the show in one
word: amazing. Let me say
right away that I am not here to
criticize last week’s reviewer, for
I feel everyone has a right to her
or his own opinions. I do, however, think criticisms could have

May 21

Today
ASIAN AMPAICAN CHRLYTIAN FEJJAMSHIP

Theatre production good for viewer’s soul

Conservative viewpoint missed by reader
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Jeff Cardinal gets ready to hit the ball in a
game of handball against Marc Black in the
Sports Center inside the Event Center on cam-

I’

I t,

pus. Cardinal is the coach of the SJSU club
handball team and Black is a senior on the team.
This is the team’s first semester.

Lobos end SJSU’s season
Lk ’w is led the charge with
three hits in six at -hats, driving
in fbur runs and scoring three
others. Kyle Richardson slugged
three hits. Brian Forman and
Tony James each had two hits
The Lobos, meanwhile. lit up
SJSrs frazzled pitching corps
fir 16 hits, including four home’
runs. One Id those homers, a
sevi,nt h -in iii ng grand slam, gave
I ’NM a 13-7 had. It looked ;is if’
tiwy’d cruise to victory.
Then the Spartan I,
SLIM

tag’. it i I,efe error in a big way.
Lewis hit a grounder to UNNI
short step IA in Yamaguchi. The
ball skipped off Yamaguchi’s
knee. ill in ing two runs to score.
Lev, is I at,r scored on a single by
James
The Spartans intend the
bottom of the ninth with visions
of San I hegi, in their heads.
They exited en the wrong end of’
a 15-14 final score
’NM sowed tie, tying run on
a Spartan emir :mil deoble by
Yamaguchi, tvii Liter scored
the winning run ina single by
Robert I ionzales. who had the
grand shin in the seventh.
-The guys w,r, running on
empty:
.siod "We were
playing 1111 gni,

Nobody likes leaving ii
adise, especially on a redey,.
That’s exactly what flit
Spartan baseball team had 1,,
do to have a shot at the play
offs.
San Jose State University
after averting a sweep with a Guys were sprawling
5-2
victory
over
host
University of Hawaii Sunday. around the airport any- Mit 11111
had time only fir a fast show- way they could. It’s
Th,
sp,u.thus’
er and a snack before boarding a plane back to the main- pretty hard to sleep on latulier, took the mound Ii ur
land.
SJSI Imgmning with Javier
The Spartans win meant airplanes ... The guys
l’amus. v.ho was making his
they would have to make up a were running on empty. final collegiate start Paulus.
game
rained -out
with
having pitched Saturday in
University of New Mexico in
Ilawan, leek t he hill on two
Sam
Piraro
Albuquerque with the winner
days rest and surrendered five
San Jose State University has and three runs.
claiming the Western Athlet it
Conference’s sixth and final
baseball head coach
Brian Greene took the lossberth in the playoffs, which
for S.ISI
begin Wednesday in San
The Spartans needed two
Diego.
victorie. ii Ilawan over the
The Spartans arrived in
weeklaii to as oid the playoff.
San Francisco at 5:30 a.m. rcallv got going, scoring three They only netted (me
Monday morning and had a runs in the eighth and tour in
On Friday night the Rainbow
scant three hours to catch up on the ninth to take a 14-13 lead.
Warriors 1 /v1.11) mill’, came out on
sleep
befbre
leaving
for
In the eighth, Casey Cheshier top.t7.scoring 155, runs in the
Albuquerque.
led the way fir SJSI with a two- bottom of lla ninth to pull it off.
"Guys were sprawling around run double In the top of Ow
The Rambos. On to win
the airport anyway they could," ninth. the Spartans took ;Avail
Saturday.,
111-3
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said.
"It’s pretty hard to sleep on airplanes."
Upon arriv:d In New Mi.xico.
Atifit
SNIT’S zombie -like basetedlers
immediately traveled to UNM
SJSU
for the game. It became clear
early on that the players weren’t
the only ones not sleeping. The
Spartans’ bats were wide awake,
too. The problem was, so were
Ill USIMAlli Miff
New Mexico’s.
"That ballpark is not a pitcher’s park," Piraro said of UNM’s
field, adding outfielders are
I
I III III
prone to lose fly halls in the sun.
Sall pounded o ft 18 hits.
I 1

77
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Ies amazing how things come full
circle. I started out the semester,
some 72 issues ago, fuming about Casey
Martin and the whole lawsuit against
the PGA. Well, I’m back again to end
the semester with Martin.
Four months ago, Martin won his
suit and was granted the right to ride in
a cart, but, as is the case with fame, it
went to his head.
The guy who "just wanted a chance
to play like everyone else" has used his
to get
his ability
notoriety not
ahead.
In the fbur months since the decision
Martin’s golf career has gone nowhere,
but Martin has gone everywhere.
He is not solely to blame. The PGA, once his
adversary, realizing the need for a public image
makeover, offered Martin exemptions to certain
events.
They figured, "We’ll get some brownie points for
being the ’bigger’ person in addition to increased
revenue from the crowds who want to see the
’hero.’ "
Martin hadn’t even played his way off the Nike
Tour, the minor leagues for the PGA, and here he
was getting exemptions to play with the big boys.
He hasn’t used them, but that’s not the point. It
was supposed to be about being allowed the
CHANCE to compete.
Hey, Casey, I thought you just wanted to level
the playing field? I thought you wanted to let your
ability be the sole judge of what kind of golfer you
Your actions aren’t consistent with your words.
But before I get another slew of angry letters
talking about my integrity, let me relay a story
;dealt Martin.
I was at l3ComPark April 14 doing an interview
with the Padres’ slugger Ken Caminiti. It also happened to be the same night Martin was scheduled
to throw out the first pitch.
I arrived at the ball park, did my interviews
with the Padres and then went into the Giants
clubhouse.
There sitting in manager Dusty Baker’s office
was Martin and his entourage three friends and
two Nike representatives.
It seems Nike realizing the feel -good story
and all the upbeat publicity it could snag inked
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SJSU Softball
Catcher Jennifer Ellinger was
chosen to the second team AllWestern Athletic Conference
softball team and was the sole
representative from San Jose
State University.
Hawai’i led the conference
with five all-WAC first teamers.
Fresno was close behind, claiming four spots and Utah rounded
out the first team with one selection.
Colorado State had the most
second team selections with

four, and Fresno State placed
two more players on the team.
UNLV, Utah, SJSU and Hawai’i
all had one player selected.
Fresno State swept the four
top awards given by the WAC
this year. Nina Lindenberg was
chosen WAC Player of the Year,
Amanda Scott was named
Pitcher of the Year and Margie
Wright was picked Coach of the
Year.
Fresno State continued a
three-year tradition by having
Becky Witt named as Freshman
of the Year.
Spartan Shorts were compiled
by Jeremiah Oshan,
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Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors.

Martin to a lucrative deal. The guy hasn’t even won a PGA sanctioned event,
let alone his tour card since the court
decision, and he’s making more money
than you or I will ever see in our lives.
You want to talk about integrity?
What about the fact that Nike is pimping this guy out to the public, not
because of his golfing ability, but
because he’s handicapped and the only
thing he has won is a court battle.
As Martin was providing "inspiration" to Baker and whoever else who
would listen, I overheard one of the Nike
goons talking about how "Casey had to
do this tonight, be in Portland tomorrow
and then do a couple of appearances
over the weekend."
Don’t golf tournaments happen on the weekend,
or is it me?
I won’t even go off on the fact that when Martin
came out to throw the first pitch, he was brought
out in a golf cart.
Martin has a physical disability; that is not
something to belittle or poke fun at but using that
disability for personal gain is despicable.
If Martin wanted only to have a chance to play
on the PGA Tour, he now has his chance. Instead
of being a public relations whore, he should get his
ass down on the practice tee, hit balls until his fingers bleed and try to earn his tour card like every
other golfer.
I have been an avid golfer I have been playing for 21 years and although I’m about a fivehandicap, I’ll never play on the PGA tour.
You can bet your last dollar and everyone else’s
last dollar that if I had enough game to make a run
at getting my tour card, I would be hitting balls
from sunup to sundown.
Casey Martin has a gift the ability to play
scratch golf that an amateur like myself would
die for.
Memo to Martin: Use this gift wisely, stop letting Nike prostitute your disability and earn your
PGA Tour card, for me and every other weekend
hacker who has ever dreamed of slipping on the
Green jacket.
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San Jose Clash
The San Jose Clash took over
sole possession of third place in
the NILS West after Ronald
Cerritos scored the winning goal
with 10 minutes remaining in
the game against the Colorado
Rapids, which they won 3-2. Jeff
Balclier contributed a goal and
an assist and Eddie Lewis added
another goal to help break the
Clash’s three-game MLS losing
streak.
The Clash will be at home
this Saturday, playing the
Miami Fusion at 5:30 p.m. The
second game of the doubleheader will feature the first U.S.
national team game with their
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Martin misinterprets
’going for the green’

After you, I insist

By Kevin W Heeternan
sem., sLiii Writer
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New Mexico holds
off late Spartan
surge to nab final
WAC playoff berth
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Morales paddles into Hall of Fame
Induction highlights
storybook career that
includes a record 11
individual NCAA
championships; he’s
in the hunt for more
titles as head coach
for the women’s
swimming team
By Carol Dillon
Staff Writer
Women’s swim coach Pablo
Morales can add one more award
to his impressive collection with
his recent induction into the
International Swimming Hall of
Fame.
Last weekend Morales flew
down to Fort Lauderdale,
Florida to accept the honor.
He compares the recognition
to entry into the Baseball Hall of
Fame.
"There is no higher recognition you can receive," Morales
said upon his return to San Jose
State University
The International Swimming
Hall of Fame is an organization
that annually honors the world’s
greatest aquatic heroes and preserves the sport’s history, according to representative Sharon
Fields.
Morales explained that he
had just made the requirement
for entry, which means a swimmer must be retired for five
years minimum to qualify.
Morales ended his professional
swimming career in 1993.
Among Morales’ other qualifications include being a threetime gold medal winner and
world record holder in the butterfly and individual medley
events.
He also captured a record 11
individual NCAA championships
from 1984 until 1987 while
swimming for Stanford.

Recently hired SJSU women’s swim coach Pablo Morales was
inducted into the International Swimming Hall of Fame in Florida last
weekend. Morales credentials include two gold medals in the
Morales’ dramatic return to
swimming is what many fans
remember most.
After failing to land a spot in
the 1988 Olympic Games (he
missed qualifying by 3/100ths of
a second), he retired and decided
to enrolled in Cornell Law
School.
After three years of legal
studies he returned to the sport
that had made him a champion.
He had only seven months to
prepare for the 1992 U.S.
Olympic trials.
His intensive practicing paid
off when
as a tribute to his

Last Call /or

recently deceased mother and to
the cheers of screaming fans he
earned a spot on the U.S. team
for the ’92 games.
From there he went on to earn
another gold medal in what has
been termed by some sports historians as the most emotional
race of the 1992 games.
Not all the swimmers at
SJSU are familiar with Morales’
achievements, yet they seem as
enthusiastic about his award as
he his.

Stun Let liner Spartan Datl.v
Barcelona Olympics as well as being the winningest collegiate swimmer while at Stanford University. The International Swimming Hall of
Fame annually honors the world’s greatest aquatic heroes.
"It’s awesome," said Rochelle
Sentak, referring to Morales’
induction. Sentak played water
polo for &MU last semester.
"All the swimmers love hint
and his workouts, but he is so
modest he never talks about
what he has done in the past,"
Sentak said.
Swim team member Allison
Jensen agreed with Sentak’s
assessment. adding Morales has
never even shown the team his
championship fi trot.

Morales is matter-of-fact
about his past triumphs.
He has seemingly made an
easy transition front his glory
days to coaching.
Asked if he ever has the urge
to jump in the pool and show his
swimmers how its done. Morales
said, "No, I get joy out of coaching and satisfaction out of being
able to inspire my swimmers.
I’ve been ready to hang up my
Speedo fbr a while now. I have no
regrets."
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
Larry Bird the coach is picking
up where he left off as Larry
Bird the superstar player
winning games, awards and
praise from just about everyone.
Bird, who never coached at
any level until this season with
the Indiana Pacers, won the
NBA Coach of the Year Award
on Tuesday, just the fourth
rookie to do so. Not bad for the
"Hick from French Lick," whose
ability to handle the job in his
home state was doubted even
before the season began.
He not only handled it, he
led the Pacers to their best winning percentage ever (.707) and
their beat record (58-24) since
joining the NBA in 1976. Even
more remarkable is that his
team, which didn’t even make
the playoffs last year, is on the
verge of advancing to the
Eastern Conference finals.
’In a time when the ’in’ thing
may be to yell and scream, act
crazy and draw attention ...
here’s a coach that simply
coaches the game, prepares his
team, believes in us," Indiana
guard Mark Jackson said.
In his coaching debut, Bird
impressed voters just as he did
when he won the NBA Rookie
of the Year award in 1980 and
was the league’s most valuable
player three times during a 13year career with the Boston
Celtics.
He was an overwhelming
choice of the national panel of
sports writers and broadcasters
who voted.
Bird got 50 of the 116 votes,
more than the next three coaches
"I’m not a great coach. I’ve
got great people around me and
everybody does their job," said
Bird.
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NBA’s coach
award lands
in Bird’s nest
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,ti)rcycle when he was 8 -years -old. Now at the age of
Rob Mardell first learned to ride
30, he is racing for lukernia awareness and unmpeting in the American Motorcycle

Association 125 GP race series. Mardell plans to take a year off of work after graduation to
follow the AMA series and compete at several of the toughest race tracks across America.

Mr. Moto
SJSU student makes tracks
to Annual 125cc Grand Prix
In Mardell’s first national compr

;

it at Sears Poin

merican Motorcycle Associat ion
racing has grown into ;I majorleague sport and is packing in
fallS at the tracks froni coast to coast
In the 125(1. I rand Prix series, an
event that is only III It,. second year in
the AMA circuit. San Jose State
University student Rob Mardell
hopes to break into the national level
I f competition.
NI:triton, :M. was inspired to fulfill
his dream of racing motorcycles after
his wifi. itul motorcycle mechanic.
Jacquie, focused him on the twowheeled racing machines.
"She is the instrumental reason I
started racing," Mardell said. "When
we first started (biting, Jacquie knew
nothing about motorcycles, but knew

I wanted to start racing. She iisked
me what it would take to race and
that is when I first pursued it."
Since then, motorcycles and racing
have become a hobby and common
interest in their relationship.
Sponsored by the Leukemia
Society of America. Marlyn said he
hopes to raise a greater awareness of
the disease, atti.sted to by the primary decal on his motorcycle
When the AMA brought back the
125cc Grand Prix series to the racetrack, the pair decided it would be the
best event for the two of them to fOcus
on due to high cost and maintenance
of the motorcycle.
At Sears Point Raceway in
Sonoma, Mardell finished 25th out of

31 in his first national -level event.
Nlany riders attempt to portray a
tough -guy image with stickers of
skulls and crossbones on the rear of
their motorcycles. Mardell’s bright
,’ellow Honda motorcycle sports two
cartoon boar stickers that show he is
rait on the track to enjoy the sport and
not display a "bad boy" image.
I Trion Mardell’s graduation from
S.1St’, he and his wife plan to compete
on the AMA racing tour at several
racetracks across America. If they
have their way, Rob and Jacquie may
get to race liir the fans and raise an
awaremiss of the importance of
leukemia research among the racing
community across the AMA race circuit.

Photos and text by Daniel Frohlich

Mardell brings happy thoughts to racers as he passes
with an Aiko bear sticker on the back of his motorcycle.

In Mardell’s SJSU Urban Design Studio class,
he discusses final project preparation with his

instructor) Dayana Salazar. Mardell’s decorated
motorcycle helmet sits next to him on the table.
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Virtual classes
offer college fare
By Yvette Anna Trejo
Staff Writer

As the next millennium
approaches, so do new and different ways of obtaining an
education.
In September of 1997 the
California Virtual University
launched its web site offering
students the opportunity to
take courses online.
According to Rich Haiberg,
director of communications for
California Virtual University,
these online courses are mainly
targeted to those already in the
work force who find it hard to
attend a regular on-campus
course.
Halberg said the online
courses can also be helpful for
students in a bind who aren’t
able to register for certain
courses or for those who simply
have time or distance constraints.
He also pointed out that the
use of California Virtual
University can accelerate a
student’s graduation date.
He said students can earn
anything from an associate
degree to a doctorate.
Halberg said the California
Virtual University was conceived in April 1997 when Gov.
Pete Wilson issued an executive order to put together a
design team to figure out a way
to maximize online education
presence.
The criteria for participating
schools was they had to be

California based and accredited by the Western Association
of Schools and Colleges.
To date, there are more than
80 colleges and universities
participating.
Don Reed, associate professor of oceanography at San
Jose State University, said he
will be offering an online
course in general oceanography
next fall.
He said the opportunity to
take courses online is a good
one for students and can be
convenient.
"It’s all about serving the
student," Reed said. "Not every
student can make it to the university at the time the university says. We need to provide
learning to the students on
their timetable because we all
have busy schedules."
Reed said the virtual university is only a part of the solution for those wanting to get an
education, but have conflicts
concerning proximity, time or
scheduling.
SJSU occupational therapy
major Alicia Corona said she
thinks online courses would be
too impersonal.
"I wouldn’t like that system," Corona said. "I don’t mind
it being available for students,
but I personally wouldn’t use
that system."
Corona said she prefers a
more personal relationship
with instructors, because she
would learn more in a classroom setting.

’Hire for traits, train for skills’
Philosophy to be spoken by man behind Solectron at commencement
By Carol Dillon
Staff Writer

Bill Cosby, Barbara Bush and
Tom Brokaw are some of the
more famous names called on to
speak at graduation ceremonies.
Koichi Nishimura, while not
exactly a household name, has
contributed a great deal to San
Jose State University.
It is one of the reasons, along
with being an SJSU alumnus, he
was selected to speak at the commencement on May 23.
Nishimura is chairman of the
board, president and CEO of
Solectron of Milpitas.
He graduated from SJSU
with degrees in engineering in
the 1960s before receiving his
doctorate at Stanford.
According to Lisa Werne, a
public relations representative
for Solectron, Nishimura is truly
a local boy who has contributed a
great deal to the community.
Education is a major priority
of his and Solectron donates not
just money but also time to both
SJSU and Stanford.

This
attitude
Nishimura’s
seems to translate
belief in education
to more producis
incorporated
tive workers, as
into the company.
the company has
worker
Any
received
who wants to
more
than 150 awards
advance has the
for service and
ability to do so.
quality, according
From line workers to executives,
to Solectron’s biogeducational opporraphy.
tunities such as
When asked if
the MBA program
Solectron
hires
at Santa Clara
mainly students
University are one
with
technical
of the perquisites
backgrounds,
Koichi Nishimura
employees can take
Werne’s
answer
advantage of, according to Wern. was a resounding "No."
"The philosophy here is to
"If you want to advance you
can," Werne said. "Last year 25 hire for traits, train for skills,’ "
percent of the work force was Werne said. "The reasoning is
promoted."
YOU can always learn a skill, but
Another
characteristic of a good personality, that’s not so
Solectron is the absence of easy to develop," she explained.
offices. Only cubicles are utilized
According
to
a
letter
at the electronics manufacturing addressed to the company,
business that employs 20,000 Nishimura said one secret of his
people world wide.
company’s growth is the appreciEven Nishimura has a cubicle ation for diversified cultures, a
as part of the down-to-earth trait he feels is lacking in Japan.
approach he favors, Werne said.
Lack of discrimination and

Painting nets art department $650,000
By Susan Shaw
Staff Writer

It’s a story line from the classic moral tale, "Gift of the Magi."
A painting by American
painter Philip Guston owned by
San Jose State University’s
School of Art and Design was
stored for nearly 20 years
because the school lacked adequate security and climate control that would allow the painting to be displayed, according to
Andy
Director
Gallery
Ostheimer.
However, the proceeds from
the painting’s sale on April 22
$650,000 will provide seed
money for the possible construction of a new arts building that

Graduatipn
Acceleratl n

will include modern gallery
space with proper security and
climate control for valuable
works, said Ostheimer
"Gift of the Magi- is the story
of a couple who sell their most
valuable assets to buy gifts fineach other only to discover the
gifts rely on the assets that were
sold to buy them.
Ostheimer acknowledged the
irony of the painting proceeds
being used to help build adequate display space tin. (after
valuable works, but said, "We
don’t have adequate facilities for
the painting today, so we
shouldn’t have held onto it for its
own health."
Ostheimer said the department is waiting for approval

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever

from the school this fall to know
if the building fundraising can
proceed.
If the building is not
approved, the money from the
painting will go toward a guest
artist’s lecture series, she said.
The Guston painting, called
"Untitled Number 8,- was given
to the school in exchange for
hosting an exhibition ’..)y the
American Federation of the Arts
in 1966.
It hung in the School of Art
and Design offices for years until
the artist’s death in 1980. School
officials subsequently realized
the painting had become even
more valuable,
"When we realized it was
worth money, we realized we had

American Heart
Association.
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PART-TIME OPENINGS LOADING
AND UNLOADING TRAILERS

Classes Start May 26,
June 15, July 6, July 27, 1998

Work for RPS, one of the fastest -growing, small package delivery companies in the U.S. in our
Milpitas Terminal. We offer:

Free Schedules Available Now

Call 408-924-2630 or
Email info@conted.sjsu.edu or
http.//conted.sjsu.edu or
info sjsu.edu

Part-time available shifts
STOP BY OUR
TERMINAL TO FIND
OUT ABOUT THESE
TERRIFIC JOB
OPENINGS!

’
ADDRESS.
897 WRIGLEY WAY

UNIVERSITY
YOU do not hove to already intend
1.1SU to register fer Summer Session.

Opportunity for advancement
Tuition assistance after 30 days
$ 50/hr salary increase after 90 days
SHIFTS
1 am-7am,$8 50/hr. 5pm-10pm,$8 00/hr

B
lini
1
1

***.t4
*

San Jose State

A

GREAT
SUMMER JOB?

weeks

SJSU Continuing Education, ADM 103
Spartan Bookstore
Parking Garage Stairwells
Student Resource Center
Clark and Wahlquist North Lobbies
Student Union Information Center

nrq

Ma FOR

graduate up to
two years earlier.

Earn up to 12 units in 12

no real way of protecting it (from
theft)," Robert Milnes, director
of the School of Art and Design,
said.
The Guston painting is particularly noteworthy because it is
from a key period in the artist’s
shift in style from
career a
realism to pure abstract expressionism, according to Gregory
Ghent, curator of contemporary
art with Butterfield and
Butterfield, the auction house
that sold the painting.
Ghent appraised the Guston
painting for SJSU last October
for between $400,000 and
$600,000. He said he wasn’t surprised it fetched more than the
appraisal because it was such a
find. Milnes said his department
began thinking about selling the
painting last year, with the idea
it could jump start fundraising
for a new arts building.
He said they expect to need $7
million for the new building.
"Having it in the closet for 20
years doesn’t help the university
and doesn’t help the students,"
Milnes said.
Ghent said the painting generated a lot of international
interest after it was featured in
the Butterfield and Butterfield
catalog.
"Many people in the art world
were hoping no one else would
notice the painting’s significance
so they could have a shot at getting it," he said. "But, of course,
someone ( else) did."
Ghent said the painting was
purchased by an art dealer, likely for a collector.

ISN’T IT ABOUT

Saw/ SJSU students have
learned that
Summer Session
units help them

4.

accepting people rather than trying to change them are the hallmarks of Solectron, according to
Nishimura.
According to Daniel Buerger,
assistant to President Caret,
diversity is one quality which is
looked for when choosing a commencement speaker.
"Our speakers, all alumni,
have ranged from Sen. Ben
Nighthorse of Colorado, to
Valerie Coleman, a nationally
known anchor woman.
"What I personally find interesting is when the speakers talk
about their time at SJSU and
their success in today’s world,"
Buerger said.
"They are given complete freedom to say what they want as
long as they don’t drag it out,"
Buerger said.
One reason Coleman was
such a success was she said she
was going to set an alarm and
talk for 15 minutes because
that’s what she does at work.
"She got a round of applause
when she finished under 15 minutes," Buerger said.

APPIX IN PERSON

TODAY!

Applications accepted
Mon -Fri,
10am-5pm

-

r

New original work
Steps taken to curb child abuse
in Santa Clara, San Mateo counties at Steinbeck Center
II% Margaret Bethel
shot v.: I ocr

With about 30,000 reports of child abuse
and neglect in Santa Clara and San Mateo
counties. these numbers compose only about
25 percent
actual incidents, according to
Bernadette PlotnikoM pre gram director of
the Child Abuse Prevention Center.
"It’s still a small percentage. of actual
cases. and maybe one-third of those will ever
be prosecuted," Plotnikoff said. She said a
series of steps are taken to investigate
reports, and the ones that are substantiated
get prosecuted.
6,000 in San Mateo may seem less
significant next to Santa Clara’s 24,000, the
numbers are actually closer when proportionate to the counties population, she said.
"San Mateo County is incredibly smaller,"
Plotnikoff said.
In fact, with about 1.6 million people in
Santa Clara, the count is about twice the
size of the’ population of San Mateo with its
701,000 residents.
Plot nikoff also speculated there are fbur
times as many reports made in Santa Clara
County because the population is mobile..
"There are more. people coming in and out
of Santa Clara." she said. "San Mateo has a
more stable population that has lived there
longer."
San Jose. State University Child
Development professor Amy Strage said
24.000 incidents of child abuse in Santa
Clara is conceivable, considering the population combined with other factors.
"Sadly, it’s not that surprising," Straw..
said. "It’s much more prevelent than we like
to think ... and with unemployment or various things that make the family dysfunctional, the number grows."

11111,7!

.

According I ii 5.151’ ’aides -or Inger
Sagatun. A(111111)1,1 ciieon ol Jostle, chair,
made to the
:Liter a report of child
county’s child protect Iv, set.% ices or to the
police, there iire’ several steps Liken lee determine whether a creme has actually been
commuted
Ii have a lot iit repe rts. lent fewer
and 1) aer make it to the court s.stein,Sagatun said
led
-mandated
Strage.
According

ii ’porters people. like teachers or film
developers who because of their professions are required by law to make’ a report to
child protective services if they detect abuse.,
have to be. careful when trying to determine
if a child is at risk. She. said the mandated
reporters have to use. their judgment to
determine if abuse is occurring.
"It’s difficult to interview children because.
they’re very suggestible.," Strap’ said. "They
could just be angry because mom wouldn’t
let them have 700 candy bars last night."
Plotnikoff said the Child Abuse.
Prevention Center has about 60 active volunteers, and part of their job also includes
learning how to detect abuse. and the ability
tic show (ethers what to look fOr.
"One of our methods involves education
and training in schools of what constitutes
;chose and how to report it," she. said.
According to Strage, there are many causes to child abuse, but there’ are also three
kinds of prevention.
Primary prevention is designed for
everybody, in which everyone is informed,
regardless of their situation. "It’s the. most
difficult because teachers and parents think
you’re coming in suspecting there’s something to prevent," Straw. said. When in fact,
the prevention comes in the. form of knowledge.
’ Secondary prevention involves working
with parents that have’ thusive characteristic’s. If the parent is known to have. a bad
temper and low stress threshold. there’s no
niason to believe the. child has been abused,
lcut intervening befiire he or she is would be
a precautionary step.
Tertiery prevention is "the most intensive kind of prevention." Strap’ said, because.
there is an intervention and the child is usually removed from the home’.

Committee reviews domestic violence deaths
By Susan Shaw
’Shift Wrocr
There is a conspiracy of
silence about a very important
issue., according to Wiggsy
Siyertson, director of San Jose
State University Counseling
Services
The iiisue, Sivertson said, is
domestic violence. Her viewpoint comes from first-hand
knowledge.
Every month for the last
three’ and half years, she’s made.
the trip to the Santa Clara
county Coroner’s Office in the.
early morning hours to participate in the Domestic Violence.
Death Review Commitee meeting.
The. Commitee was formed in
1994 to :know several different
agencies to come. together to
share information on deaths
identified as being caused by
domestic violence.
The monthly meetings at the.
coroner’s office are to underscore
that committee’s purpose, to figure. out how the system could
have done a better .job to protect
the victims. according to
Assistant District Attorney
-Rolanda Pierre Dixon.
"Getting, to the root of the
problem is the. key to prevention." Dixon said.
According to Sivertson, in
addition to finding out the
basics, such as cause of death,
getting to the. root usually
involves trying to find out if the.
couple sought assistance from
law enforcement or county social
services at some point.

"We want to know if the
sought counsoiling. lee cw
many times the police were
called out." Sivertson said
"What we’re looking ter are w,iysi
that we call improve the process
so these events (lc, not recur
Last fall. the committee
released its initial findings in a
report featuring 51 cases that
show the charactenst its eel
domestic violence deaths in
Santa Clara County. according
to the. committee Among the
findings:
Twenty-orn. of the III
were. witnessed by children.
The largest percentage of
the cases, 33 percent en 17 cases,
we’re. in the. Asian community.
with most of those deaths nun-der-suicides.
’ Handguns were the. weapon
of choice, used in 29 of the :11
cases.
Gathering the data her the
report involved three years (4
interviewing law enforcement.
families of the, victims .end the,
coroner’s office tii piece together
what happened in each case.
according to Sivert son.
Sivert son said the hardest
part of the process is interviewing families and neighbors not only because they are still
grieving the’ loss of a loyiql one.,
but because they are often in
denial there were any problems
in the. relationship.
Siverston cited a recent case
that made. headlines involving a
San Jose police officer and his
wife.
"His marriage wasn’t working
and the. family knew it. the

neighbors knee -cc it. but tic get
people ticiipiai iip and talk about
it \vas yet.% difficult." Siverston
c%iis separated
said The
and going throtigh a divorce, a
pittenie ccc the I .ises reviewed by
In 20 of the
ilii committei
e:1,.*
(Ie\.(i,(dthr.on.fli a marital separation
s cnizy leer people tee think
iitn be joyful one
that
dm and he capable of bludgeoning someone to death the. next
day." Siventson "’mil. "It just
doesn’t happen that way. As
painful a, it is tic look at. there is
much e can learn front peot(I 11)(’
ple w ;in.
1)111110,4k Vi()I1’1111. is also an
i---c icicle the. 5.151’ raMpUti, but
receives little attention, according to Sivertsim
She said she vould be devotMt; tine.. this summer to coming
up with cc plan bin raising the
visibility of t he issue on campus.
"The. attitude on this campus
is that we’re all above mundane.
things like this (domestic viosaid. "I would like.
lence
ficr the students and faculty on
WaS

either

this campus not to pretend
they’re ostriches with their
heads in the sand."
Due to confidentiality concerns, Sivert son said she could
not discuss cases in which someone has come to her for counseling related to a domestic violence complaint. but said cases
have’ COM(’ her way in the’ last
year.
"I’m a lightening rod for people on this issue because Inc sic
visible. with it." she said. "I’ve
talked to six or seven people, but
because of the culture, my guess
is there’s another 14 who are
comp foraffected. but we
ward."
Correction
In Monday’s issue of the Spartan
Daily, the photo caption on page
10 should have said that a man

was being arrested tor allegedly
being under the influence of a controlled substance and resisting
arrest. Another caption should
have said that a second man was
arrested for allegedly resisting
arrest. The Spartan Daily regrets
the confusion.

By Jeremiah slum
start" Writer

When Susan Shillinglaw
learned that a Goodwill
employee had stumbled across
an original type-written manuscript for a John Steinbeck
movie, she was interested.
When she. learned they
would be donating it to the
Center for Steinbeck Studies at
San Jose State University, of
which she is director, she was
overwhelmed.
or
unusual
"Anything
unique like this has some definite scholarly benefit," she said
about the manuscript for the
movie version of "The Moon is
Down," which was appraised
between
her
somewhere
$20,000 to $30,000. "It is a
great addition tee the center."
What makes the movie manuscript so valuable is the fact
that it is an original and it has
handwritte.n notes in the margins that might be. Steinbeck’s
nwn writing.
"Someone obviously cared
about it because it was bound,"
Shillinglaw said. "But it is
questionable whether it is his
handwriting."
"The Moon is Down" was
Steinbeck’s contribution to the
war effiirt, according to
Shillinglaw. It tells a story set
in a militarily helpless country
(presumably Norway) overrun
by Nazi-esque invaders.
The book, and later the
movie and Broadway play,
we’re. meant to be. used as propaganda by Allied Forces and
was published three months
after the. 1941 attack on Pearl
Harbor. Steinbeck was heralded by some and lambasted by
others for being too soft with
his portrayal of the invaders as
people rather than "heel -click
Huns," ciecording to Donald
Coers’ book "John Steinbeck as
Propagandist; The Moon is
Down Goes to War."
"It was very popular in occupied countries during the war,"
said Jennifi,r Smith, archivist
at the, center, etbout the book
which was secretly distributed
thither the, nose, of the German
Gestapo. "Apparently it was
quite effective! at keeping
moral up in those countries."
The manuscript was discovend in 1994 while Goodwill
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Someone obviously cared about it
because it was
bound.
Susan Shillinglaw
director of the Center
for Steinbeck Studies

97
employee Mickey Yap was sorting through a bin of donated
books. No one knows who
donated it, which led to
Goodwill checking with police
to see if it was stolen.
Once it was authenticated,
the manuscript sat in a safedeposit box awaiting its fate.
On Friday, it became property
of SJSU.
"There was a lot of tentativeness about if it was a valuable thing or not," said Patrick
for
president
Michaels,
Goodwill Industries of South
Central California. "The board
wanted to keep this item as a
public resource and this was
the perfect place for it to be."
Once its value and legitimacy were verified, Michaels said
it was an easy decision to give
it to SJSU.
The manuscript will join
over 30,000 other Steinbeckrelated items, including some
handwritten manuscripts of
shortstories.
"The more that these kinds
of materials are available for
students and scholars to see,
the better," Smith said. "That
way they can really interpret it
for themselves. Since we can’t
afford to buy this kind of material it was very generous of
Goodwill to donate it."
The manuscript will be
available! for viewing at the
Center for Steinbeck Studies
from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday during fall and
spring semesters or by
appointment by calling 9244588.
It is located in room 316 of
Wahlquist Library North.

SECURE YOUR SUMMER JOB
Provide Ouahty
Construction Workers to
Licensed Contractors
Throughout the West
Since 1987

Now!

Carpenters Drywall
Painters Plumbers
Electrician’s
Laborers
And Morel

Contractors Labor Pool
4 -
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Get on Board for Summer Employment
Top Jobsites Great Pay & Benefits
Steady & Flexible Work Schedules
Same Week Pay Safe Working Conditions
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY

Iii

(4111)7N-11741

WORK IN AU. BAY AREA CITIES
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WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
NOW HIRING STUDENTS FOR
FALL ’98

DELIVERY POSITIONS
Start @ $7.00/hr.
Work from 7am -9am on school days, delivering
The Spartan Daily to newstands on campus.
We need people who are:
*Dependable & Energetic
’Have a positive team attitude
*Able to lift bundles of papers
Have a CDL & clean DMV printout
Apply at The Spartan Daily
Dwight Bente’ Hall Room 203

GO

GREEK
Daily I lours
II am 8 pin

$ 1.00 off any 7" Sandwich
2.00 off any 12" Sandwich
$ 3.00 off any 24" Sandwich
346 William St.
Downtown San Jose. (. 95112
Phone 298 4565
FIc 298 4575
Orin annrtvoch pro coup, 40

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBt
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WEDNESDAY’S
GREEK NIGHT
This Wednesday:
5:00 pm - 800 pm

ALL

GREEKS WELCOME

This week’s special
$5’5 gets you:
shorty wgries & soda
so come on down.
*Check it out! We deliver*
re0 Now Open Late Hours ii.pm
on Thursday’s & Friday’s 3 am

up to a $65,000 limit,

Under the Army’s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by Onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
Coll: (408) 258-7185

ARMY. BEwww
ALL
YOU CAN BE:
goarmy corn
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The SPARTAN DAILY
NEED MATH TUTOR FOR S(NNIS’
mime not..
fer prothectsax Help college student to review
services athertleed below nor Is calculus to prepare linear algebra.
there irly Maaranlee implied. The Meet twice a wk for 10 wks. Call
deselled columns alike Samba 408/924-2817 or 2267315.
Daly comb* of paid adverSelng
mid ollednp ere not approved or MONGO’Sr RESTAURANT, the
verEed by
newspaper.
new exciting Cal-Asian Mongolian
BBQ theme restaurant to shake
up San Jose Is now opening in
June. Fantastic downtown location
bringing attitude in a fun & positive
WAREHOUSE POSITION
way seeks the same in ALL
Available Monday - Friday
STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your
Part:rime 3 pm to7 pm
smile and join Team Mongo’s".
Detail Oriented Order Puller
We are an innovative & interactive
$6.00 per hour
fusion menu where the customer
Work for a company that
creates their perfect meal. Apply
truly appreciates its staff.
in person at 83 South Second
Apply in Person
Street, weekly, Tue/Wed/Thu
Monday - Friday 8arry5pm
between 10am - 2pm.
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.
WELL ESTABUSFED MONTESSORI
SCHOOL in Santa Clara needs
BOX OFFICE ASSISTANT
Teacher’s Assistant. 10:30- 6:30
Responsibilities include answering and 2:30 - 6:30. Toddlers Box Office phone lines, handling Preschool. 6 ECE units required.
subsaiption and single ticket sales, Call 408-615-3254.
and staffing at scheduled theater
performances. $8/hour, flexible FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
hours. Contact: Brenda McHenry, HOSTING. FT & PT positions avail
San Jose Symphony Box Office in a busy family style restaurant.
Mgr. at 408/287.7383 ext. 224. All shifts avail, flex hrs. $8-$8.50
hour to start. 733-9446.Ask for
GRAPHICS ARTIST NEEDED Julia or Wendy.
Part/Full-time job in Si area. Great
pay. Call 408-453-3311. Other STUDENT NEEDED FOR OFFICE
FT/PT jobs available too.
on campus, BT 550. Light typing,
computer experience preferred.
SUMMER JOB-PAINTERS needed Male/Female. P/T or F/T Flex
Student Works Painting hiring F/T hours. Ask for Teresa@ 924-7560.
crew chiefs & painters. No exp.
necessary. $6.$11/hr. Call Tracy: BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
408-787-0366 ASAP.
P/T. M-F 12:30- 5:30PM. Work in
a fast paced, property developPART-TIME SUMMER JOB
ment office. Job would include
MOTHER’S HELPER for home office work, errands and some
school mom. 9 & 6 yr olds, after phone answering, could lead to a
noons 20 hrs/wk max. Supervise career for one of the Bay Area’s
school work, drive kids, house- premier development companies.
keeping. $10/hr. 739-7764
Please call Tina or Jean-Paul for an
nterviesv @ 408.287-0246. EOE.
HOTEL DESK CLERKS and
BELLPERSONS. Experience help. WORK WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING
ful. Apply Qaulity Suites Hotel, YOUNG CHILD VATH AUTISM. We
3100 Lakeside Dr. Santa Clara.
we looking for tutors to work in our
home in conjunction with Behavioral
MARKETING SALES
Intervention Associates. This is a
Fun, fast-paced entry level posi- home based progressive treatment
tions available with the industry program in Los Gatos. Experience/
leader in collegiate marketing and background in psychology, special
promotional events. Looking for education. OT, or speech therapy
goal oriented individuals who are preferred. Immediate openings.
motivated, as well as manageable Wages based on experience.
and have a desire to travel. Pease call Shah @408/356-5151.
Sperse paid ewe. Great marketing
sales experience and excellent THE PERFECT SUMMER JOBI
earning potential. Recent college Jcin us at the SAN JOSE SYWHONY
grads preferred with an opportunity in our Annual 98/99 Subscription
for advancement. Email today to: Sales Campaign. Good people.
ruggeno@studentadvantage.com good pay. Average callers earn
Fax Resume to: 510-665-1089. $8414/hr. Part-time eves, 20
Attn: Teresa Ruggerio/lLirk Watart hrs/wk. Cash bonuses, tickets &
more! Call Sean at 2794949.
SOCIAL SERVICES/ Li TRAINER
work w/DD adults at home &
SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
community. 1 year related exp Summer job then flex hours during
preferred. $8.50410/hr doe. school. Contact Lisa 275-1784.
735-7890. Fax resume 735-7891.
NOW HIRING DEUVERY DRIVERS
CHILD DEV STUDENTS: Working Earn up to $16.00/hour. Fun,
parents seek F/T Nanny for 1 & 3 Easy Work. Apply at Plus A Go Go,
yr boys Liven/out. English fluency 117 E. San Carlos St.
preferred. Valid CDL. N/S. Call
408.567.3538.
GET PAID & GET A WORKOUT!
Roofing Co hinng for F/T summer
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - HOTEL work. Blocks from SJSU. No
Line Cooks/Breakfast Cook, expenence necessary. Need hard
Dining Room Wait & Bus Persons, workers. Call for info: 971-7500.
Front Desk CLerks. Part-time &
Full-time available. Los Gatos. Call TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
408.3543300.
available. Easy hours. Good
money. Ask for Mike. 261-1323.
PSYCH, SP ED, UNDERGRAD,
GRAD, OT, SLPS: Learn/do ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
dicrete trial teaching w/3yr old PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Tea.les
autistic girl. Exp a + but not req’d. and Aides. Substitute positions
8-10 firs wk, flexible. Pay com- are also available that offer fleximensu.’ate w/ exp. 15 min from ble hours. ECE units preferred but
campus. 926-3944.
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
YMCA OF Santa Clara Valey now
hiring for summer camp staff & bus WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!
drivers. We offer Day Camps, Travel
Camps. Speciality Camps, Spats Perfect Job furs Morning Person!
Camps & much moe!!! Call the
Begin Fall Semester 1998.
YMCA near sou for more informatice.
START
$7.00/14OUR
Central (San Jose) 408-298-1717, Work lam to 9am on school days
Ncithwest lacettino) 408.257.7160, delivering The Spartan Daily to
Southwest (Saanga) 408.3704877, stands on campus and recycling
South Valley (So. Si) 4082269622. any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: *Dependable Energetic
GAME TESTING - $7/MR.
Able to lift bundles of newspapers
6.8 hours/day, 3.4 days/week. Ham CDL & clean MTV printout
Redwood City. call 650-654-5668. APPLY AT: The Spartan Daily,
PMD_recruittakonarnico.jp
Dwight Bente! Hall, Rm 203 or209
Now through May 15. 1998.
WAITRESS WANTED knowledge
of Japanese food preferred. Good ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY.
bps. Apply @ Okayama Restaurant, First Christian Church. Administra565 N. 6th St. 289-9508.
tive; computer skills. Full-time,
salary commensurate with experiFULL SERVICE RESTAURANT ence. (408)294-2944.
and Night Club. all positions:
Bus, Waitstaff & Host. Bob, Dee MARKETWE/SALES INTERNSHIP
or Manager. Bob’s Surf & turf. The industry leader in collegiate
286.0470.
marketing and promotional events
has several intemships available.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Looking for goal oriented individuals
STUDENTS PREFERRED
who are motivated, as well as
ADMINISTRATIVE- 612420
manageable. Position entails.
Word, Excel, Powerpoint
assisting your local field office
CUSTOMER SERVICE $10.$14
with the development of various
Data Entry 6,000+KS
marketing initiatives and actively
RECEPTION $9412
recruit/develop relationships
Four+ lines, computer exp.
with local sponsors, as well as
GENERAL CLERICAL $9410
students in your local area. Work
5-20/hrs per wk with opportunity
Filing, Xerox, gen. elk
CALL: Olsten Staffing Services
for advancement. Email today to:
408/6531515 Michelle or Susan ruggerloestudentadvantage.com
Fax Resume to: 510-665-1089.
408/653.1855- Fax.
Attn: Teresa Ruggerlo/Kirk Water’.
PALO ALTO FAMILY YMCA
Summer Camp Director & Leaders CMUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
needed. Day, Sports, Resident & Seek full/part-time Sales Person,
Travel Camps. Cal 650-8569622.
Data Entry, Customer Service,
and Electronic Technicians.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
Call 4084534243 or
one on one in company car. Good Fax resume to 40844149U.
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
www.deluxedriving.com

ZMPLOYMENT
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HOT JOBS
VALET PARKING Local company
FOR STUDENTS
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
Unwise -20 People Needed
3011+6,000 Bonus after 1st yr.
$15 per hour. 867-7275.
Strong inside sales exp. preferred
along with tech background.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 11-8 school
Retail $ales
seeks responsible individuals for
Thursday & Friday evenings
extended daycare. P/T in the
Saturday & Sunday
afternoon. No ECE units are
$10/hour plus bonus
required. Previous expenence with
Call Michelle or Annette
children preferred. Please contact
Olsten Staffing Services
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
408-6531515
GROCERY
LOOKING FOR WORK IN
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
SAN FRANCISCO?
accepting applications for partKelly Services of San Francisco is time employment in the San Jose
recruiting ix the folowing positions: & rapitas area. .We ha.e-irrineciate
openings for meat clerks, courtesy
50 Customer Service
clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli
Representatives
Candidates must have:
clerks. Experience in a retail
A four year college degree
environment is a plus. We are
Excellent communication skills
seeking friendly, customer service
A desire to grow with a rapidly oriented individuals. *Please see
store director at 3251 So. White
expanding financial institution.
Administrative Support
Road, San Jose or at 215 W.
In the following:
Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mad
Rnancial Institutions
Supermarkets is an equal oppor*Clothing Industry
tunity employer. We do pre-emplov
ment drugtesting
*Business Consulting
Many others!
Fax your resume to:
MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
415.675-3060 attn: Amy
now accepting applications for
or call 415.675-3011
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at
or e-rnail us at
617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
kts1411@lix.netcom.com
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
*IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
Receptionist, Office Clerk
year olds.
Sales, Customer Support
Flex PT/FT positions
Optr.
Technician, Testing
Days, Eve, Weekends
Warehouse Clerk
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Call 408/9424866
or fax to 408/942-8260
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Elem. school -age rec. program.
tum left at Clear Lake Ave.
P/T from 2-6pm, M -F during the
TEACHERS school year. Some P/T morning
Fun, Exciting, Developmental? positions available from approx.
7am-l1am.F/Tduring summer day
We need you on our team.
PT or Sub. Benefits. 247-4510. camp prog. Xlnt salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT Dept. Call Janet at 354-8700 x223.
Will Train. Must have clean DMV. (Not available school year? Call for
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182. summer employ lifeguards, camp
Immediate Openings Start Today! leaders, pert & cultural arts camp).
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50 $10.00/hour. Marketer up to
$15/hr. Call now! 408-939-3369.

TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T - Elementary Schools.
Degree cr Dedential NOT Required.
Opportunity for Teachirsg Experience.
Need Car.
Voioe Ntal:1408) 287-4170 eft. 408
EOE/AAE

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING!!
Cupertino software Co. Is hiring
a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship.
Work on accounts receivable,
accounts payable, payroll, month
end closing, etc. 20 to 30 hours
a week starting in May. Must be
willing to work for at least one
yew. Call 406343-4210.

SPORTS Premiers men+women
p/t many post avail 8002499058
email: flashpromoehotmafficom

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GRADS DON’T FORGET
There is still time to leave a
landmark gift to SJSU by giving
$19.98 to the Senior Class Gift
today! Call 924-1137 for details.

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Education Award through Amen corps at the San Jose Conservation Corps. Seeking self-motivated
indiviuuais tu work with "at risk"
youth for yeaelong positions. High
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25
hourly plus benefits. Full/Part-time.
Call Joe 408/2837164. EOE.

"PRAYER AT EXAM TIME"
650 am radio - 7:30am Sunday
OOOOOOOOOOO
www.csmonitor.com
Pulitzer Prize Winning
Chnshan Science Monitor
Including News Archives Online
24-hr. Info: 408-867-8255.

GREEK MESSAGES

SJSU PARENTS
Convert your student’s housing
expense into a nice tax deduction
and cashflow investment. OWN a
multi-student residence close to
Lampus. Easy financing available.
Call for details. Mike Gordon
510-426-8200.

JEWISH FRATERNITY Something
new. cool and exciting! Alpha
Epsilon Pi offers: Events, Xcellent
times. Brotherhood III Good Pecple.
Brad 295-3621. Call Now to Join!
We’re a BRIS above the rest.

1NSTRUCTION

Professors going on vacation?
HOUSE AND PET SITTER,
Call Lisa 218.7884. References.

DO YOU LIKE KIDS AND ART?
Are you a parent, teacher, uncle
or aunt or planning to be? Then
register for ART 138 or 139.
Summer or Fall. Learn about kids,
art, invention, creativity. More info:
See class schedule, catalog or
visit An Rm 203. Mon.lhut 8:30-3.

COMPUTERS ETC,
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell & trade computers,
486, Pentium, Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurb’d equipment is warrantied.
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, bettor Hwy
85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
408-873-8070

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, STUDENT SPECIALS!!
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Carpal (used) 486S1.25. 12 Ran.
Call Bill at 408-298.6124.
540 HD. Mouse, modem,
free email, Mono, Win 95,
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
MS Office 95 Std., $275.
30 Years Teaching Experience Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
16MG/ 1Gig HD, KB, Mouse,
Russian Trained Concert Pianists CD-Rom. Sound Card, Win 95,
Professors of Piano
MS Office 95 Std., 5611 Modem
14" Monitor w/speakers $599.
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn.
Intrax Group. Inc.
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
San Jose. 408/271-8600.
Starting 520/hr.
Call 408-241.6662
in Santa Clara forscir
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTER VEW

AUTO SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING
TOO BUSY TO TYPE??
Quick and reliable service for
papers. thesis, notes. resumes. etc.
RUSH projects, deadlines...
No Problem! MS Word/laser.
Call Tracey @ 408-554-6352 or
408-388-7333 pgr.

SPEAK FRENCH Work In Provence
Help a family and their 12 year old
for 3-4 weeks in July. cooking.
cleaning, errands. Must be at
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
least 21, have drivers license. $1500 weekly potential mailing Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term
swim & speak French confidently. our circulars. Free information. Papers, Nursing. Group Projectc
Call 143.5-771-2537.
Call 410-783-8272.
Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
VALET PARKING / CONCERT
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ sts Exp.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-29. healthy,
WP 5.1/FP Laser. PAM’S
STAFF - P/T and F/T positions
available. Flexible hours. Thurs responsible, all nationalities.
PRCFESSIONAL NORD PROCE_SSfsIG.
Sundays in Los Gatos & Saratoga
Give the gift of life!
247.2681, 8am-8pm.
areas. Must be Neat, Professional. $3.300 stipend & expenses paid.
& dependable. Customer service emus fcr Chinese &Japanese domes. CALL USDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
experience preferred. Earn up to
PLEASE CALL WWFC
WORD PROCESSING.
512.00/Hr. (hourly + tips) Call
ThesesTerrn Papers .Resumes
800-314-9996
1-800.825-3871, M-F.
GroLp Projects
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED All formats, including APA 4th Ed.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Laser Printer. Experienced,
remodeled Chevron Station. Students needed in the immediate
Dependable. Quick Retum.
2 locations, FIT, P/T, flexible area. Full-time/pad-time openings.
Almaden/Branham area.
hours. Also part-time maintenance Call today 1.650-968.9933.
(408)264-4504.
person. Call 295.3964. Ask for International Bartenders School.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVF TIMF TO TYPE??
SUMMER JOBS NOW AVAILABLE
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Earn $8415 per hour. Local valet
Term papers, thesis. resumes,
up to $600/month!
co. Full/Parttime avail. Work
group projects.r’ii. I have a
Become a Sperm Donor.
around summer school schedule.
typewriter to complete your
Healthy males. 19-40 years old. Golf cart drivers wanted. Call now applications fa med/law school. etc.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 408/370-7755.
Will transcribe your taped
Contact California Cryobank
interviews or research notes.
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30. DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Thinking about a career working
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS with elementary age children? The
Excellent benefits. World Travel. YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
Ask us how! 517-324-30O ext. now hiring for school -age child
C60412
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
DOES YOUR FRAT
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. Full& part-time positions available.
NEED MORE ROOM??
Small World Schools has Part. hours flexible around school. Fun Restored Victonan residence just
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and staff teams, great experience half a block from campus now
pin., permanent and summer in working with elementary age available for sale. Currently used
positions available. Units in CD, children, career advancement and as student housing. Ideal for
ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required. good training opportunities. fraternity annex. Large parlor.
If you are interested in working Teachers require minimum 6 units remodeled kitchen, inside laundry,
with a high quality child care in ECE. Recreation, Psychology. ample parking. Call for details and
company call 408-379-3200. 21. Sociology and/cr Physical Education. a private showing. Mike Gordon,
Please call Beth Profio at 408 Broker 510-426-8200.
WANTED: BAR STAFF I BIG UL’S 291-8894 for more information
P/T, Flexible Fn & Sat. 5 llpm and locations.
Fun atmosphere’ Looking for
people with positive attitudes!
SECURITY- ACLJFACTS, INC.
Call 408-29157469.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
MISSING SOMETHING?
Great for Students.
Need a spiritual boost?
SECURITY
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Need a break? Try Out
Full and Part Time Positions
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
The Enlightenment Support Group
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
Low key job sites
Call 4(8286.5880 crawl? n person
@The Book Cafe Center
Will train
lam to 7pm 7 days a week
3483-95 S. Bascom
Abcom Private Security
555 D Mendian Ave. SJ.
(408)978-8034
408-2474827
Gazebo-A faiths & interdenominational
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic Others say: its always raw are vital."
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We product line. Knowledge of small ’It supports me in my life. "
sell discount subcriptions to Bay handtools & light machining a ’I get in contact with the real me.’
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. plus. Other duties include light 1 experience wholeness "
Flexible firs, 9am-9pm. Downtown office work. shipping & receiving. Suggested Donation
nearlightrail- 4 blocks from SJSU. Team player mn
The price you pay for a movie
Hourly $6 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
entality a must. Campbell. CA. Fax EXPLORING YOUR FAME GOD?
resume to: 408/370-5743.
Have questions?
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Cunous?
Fishing industry. Excellent student.
WORK FROM HOME
Need a study break?
eamings & benefits potential (up
Growing International Company
*Make friends, have funl
to $2.850+/mo + Room/Board) Looking for motivated individuals
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Ask us how! 517-324-3117 ext.
$80045,000/per mo. PT/FT
Every Wednesday. 5:307:00prn
A60412.
Request FREE Detail
Student Union. Pacheco Room
Log onto: wvev.hbn.com
(Except 3/11. 4/8Montaho Rm)
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS
Access Code 5315
Everyone Welcome!
for Autistic girl. $12+/hour, more
Episcopal Canterbury Community
for experience. Paid training. PartSHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
408.293-2401, ABLanged,aoicorn
time afternoons & weekends. Summer job then Ilex hours dunng http://merrtersaol.com/EpiCornmS1
Please call 408/946-8211.
school. Contact Lisa 275.1784.

REAL ESTATE

WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
‘Where quality is a must"
"Specializing in minor and
mid-size damage .Free detailing
Free pick up .Free delivery
"Free estimates "Insurance Work
* All makes & models
We accept: Visa. Master Card,
Discover & American Express
Phn: 408/287.8337
440 N. First St. #120 San Jose.
AUTO / ALL PAINT FINISH
Polish w/teflon & restoration
Pdcts. FREE BROCHURE / Call
408 278-5442 or visit
www yjidist.com

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
‘Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student- ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
"No Driver Refused
"Cancelled or Rejected
Dui *Suspended License
’Accidents Tickets
’ Immediate SR Filings
Good Driver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
Bam - 8pm. Monday - Saturday
"Free Phone Quotes
*Call Us Now.
"(408) 241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
SR 22’s on the Same Day
Hiring Now Bilingual
(English/Spanish)

121171114

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ADMINISTRATIVE
RPS, Inc. a leading small package
pick-up and delivery company, has
a PT administrative opening, PM
shift, hours flexible, Mon. - Fri.
Negotiable pay + BENEFITS.
Exceptional analytic and problem
solving skills. Ten Key skills.
Career track position! Mail or fax
resume to:
RPS, Inc.
897 Wrigley Way
Milpitas, CA
Rita 408/2638867
EOE/M

11.rigc

Pt-IN: 408.247 3734
FAX. 408.247 5417
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800 655.3225.

TUTORING
ENOUSH TUTOR
Speaking. Writing & Editing
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (4081978-8034.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydnnng! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATEti

cni.t. 408-924-3277

Each line is 30 spaces, including lett ers, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
31ines
$7
$5
$9
4 lines
Se
Se
$tO
5 Nnes
$7
NI
$I 1
6 Nnes
$S
$10
$12
$1 for each adcbtional

Nam.
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After tie ME day, rate Increases by 81 Per day
First We (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3.9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 Noes: 3110

Five Ammo
Days
eres
$13
$14
Mau
$15
$16
Send check or money order ID:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sen Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
n
n
n
n
n

Please check
3
one classification:
coos

Classtfied desk is located in Dvaght Bonier Hall, Room 209
Deadline: 10-00 a.m, two weekdays store publication.
Made are prepaid ri No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications does only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers"
For Sae’
Autos For Sale*
Computers Ek
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shan- iHoustxr
Real Estate
Services’
HealavEleauty*
Sports/bribe
Insurance
_Entertainmenr
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Sdralsrships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
In DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost& Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

REN1111.1MIN2

SHAREDIMArta
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
*Fun & friendly environment
5 Minute walk to campus
Newly furnished rooms
Well-equipped student kitchen
*Computer & study rooms
Laundry room
Parking
"For American & International
Students.
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
tour. 360 G. 11th Sr. (Between
Sari Carlos & San Salvador).

ATTN: STAFF & STUDENTS: Nice,
renovated large 2 bdrm/2 bath
apt. NEW- Carpets, Linoleum.
Blinds, Refrigerator. Disposal &
Dishwasher. Underground parking.
Washer/Dryer avail. Water &
garbage paid. $1350/mo + dep.
4 bdrm/2 bath unit also avail.
550 S. 11th St. Call 265.2696.
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
ample parking. Wafts or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits to hold
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo.
Call 288-9157.

1 ROOM AVAIL IMMEDIATELY.
month to month. 3 br/1 ba. sham
common areas. 3 blks N of campus.
Clean quiet study atmosphere.
W/D avail. No off street parking.
$315/mo incl everything. Call 2 BORE. APARTMENT -8950/M.
408/29903)9 to set up time to see.
Security type building
Secure Parking
ROOMS FOR RENT- $350/MO
Close In
Utilities included. Free parking. Modem Building
211 S. 11th St. 1 block from SJS.
Laundry Room
Big screen TV, foosball. pool Village Apartments
tables. Call Kevin 275-1657.
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893.
ROOMMATE/COMPANION needed
for 27 yr. old autistic woman. Private
room in Sunnyvale Apt + training.
Rocky Ridge SLS - 800-377-3744.
PARKING 4 RENT
PIANO STUDENTS OR FACULTY,
78 N. 5th St.
idyllic summer lodging, $275/
$40/mo.
month + 1/3 utilities. If you’ve Call for details: 294-7254 x 31.7
been hoping for a room in a private home, with an excellent
CONQUER
piano on which you can practice,
YOUR FUTURE
you just found it! Call Margie, We are now offering a once-in-time
229-1324,
moment to get in on the ground
floor of an exciting new company
positioned to become a new driving force in world business. No
big investment money needed to
APT FOR SUMMER 5/22-8/22 get started, no inventory required
Large. Nice, Clean, Furnished, 1 and no experience necessary. If
bdrm. $680/mo. Carmel Apts. you are stagnated, frustrated,
7th & William. 408/292-3605,
underpaid or searching for a new
career. call Marketing Director at
408.970.3778 or page 322-4527
to schedule an interview. World
Marketing Alliance Insurance
QUICKRESUME SERVICE
Services. Inc.
You need an exceptional resume
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Differentiation is the key. We. at
EUROPE -SUMMER ’98
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
$249 (each way plus taxes)
professional resume according to Mexico/Canbb. $2094249 R/T
your background. education. work
HAWAII $119 o/w
experience. & your held of expertise.
CALL 800-834-s:192
A good resume will put your career
http://www.arhitch.org
on the nght track. Rate = $19.95.
you get a resume as a Microsoft
WORD document on a disk & five
HEALTH & BEAUTY
printed copies of your resume on
quality paper. Fax service available.
ELECTROLYSIS CIJNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Please call (408) 365-3544,
Evenings: 4pm-10pm.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
www.4CRS.com
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
WIN A FREE COMPUTER!
247-7486.
Free service to college students
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
WRMNG HELP: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality wnting.editing.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
ghostwriting. Essays, application
permanently remove your
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
unwanted hair Back Chest Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickflbest.com
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount First appt. 1,2 price if
VISA/MasterCard accepted
made before 530/98 Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
www.4CRS.com
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
GET A JOB!
(408) 379-3 500
Free service to college students

OPPORTUNITIES

HOUSING SUBLET

SERVICES

TRAVEL

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Gather (leaves)
5 Lady
10 Distress signal
13 Inventor
Sikorsky
14 Kitchen
emanation
15 Body of water
16 F’ayment in
advance
18 Land measure
19 Shorten
20 Be. - hippie
happenings
21 Streetcar Brit
22 Pleats
24 Type of jacket
25 Free ticket
29 West of the
movies
30 Runway
33 Bride’s
destination
35 Cornered
37 Building addition
38 Elevated road
40 Porch
42 UK part
43 Utah canyon
45 Chemical
compound
46 Intensely
48 Sphere
50 Beep
51 Musical note
52 Writer Chekhov
54 Woodwind
56 Dine
57 Jeweled
headdresses
62 Genuine
63 Make a gaffe
65 Curved lines
66 Bridge expert
67 Italian wine city
68 To the degree
69 Vestibule

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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70 Give a big smile
DOWN
1 Fissure
2 Tai Mahal site
3 Oddball
ft Sea eagle
5 Money of a sort
6 Gold. to Pedro
7 Nickname
8 Preachers last
words
9 Negative votes
10 Kings city
11 Gumbo
vegetable
12 Look as if
15 In a while
17 Egyptian king
23 Like some
remarks
24 Juan’s father
25 Blacktopped
26 Dress style
27 Oaf en vehicle
28 Crestfallen

DOM
P1M121

30 Typetil sh n
31 Pilgrim se tler
John
32 ’Bandstand"
hi, ,!
.34 %tibial) money
unit
36 Tennis champ
Chn,
39 Shout
41 File residue
44 Twist
47 Rinds
49 Plant science
52 Ton s dad
53 Pen point
54 Algerian port
55 Enledainer
Parks
56 Brink
58 Fine horse
59 "- and shine,"
60 Recorded
proceedings
61 Nonfat milk
cent
64
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Pub: Sbarro Pizza, Carl’s Jr. to make September debut on campus
Continued from page 1
brand names becoming increasingly
important to students. The search was
narrowed down to four top burger
chains including Burger King, Jack in
the Box and :McDonald’s. The latter two
were eliminated because their proximity to campus made them not viable,
according to Gendreau. The final selection of Carl’s Jr. hinged on two factors.
One was its older demographic customer base coinciding with SJSU’s,
along with a broader menu including
baked potatoes and salads.
Sbarro Pizza was chosen from a list
including Round Table and Little
Caesar’s. Sbarro’s was held up to similar criteria as the hamburger establishments. Sbarro’s expanded menu with
its pasta component cinched the deal,
according to Batuhan. Final decisions
regarding the enterprises were based on
the amount of corporate support
received by the Spartan Shops, according to Gendreau.
The remodeling project, estimated at
$1.7 million, is completely paid for by
Spartan Shops, an auxiliary to the university, according to Gendreau, who
stressed no student funds were used.
The makeover gets underway this summer. Carl’s Jr. will take over the Red

Hawk Cafe spot, The Roost
becomes Sbarro Pizza and
the pub becomes The
Market Cafe.
The pub’s present dark
interior will be transformed
into an airy atrium effect,
under the name The Market
Cafe, according to the blueprints. The design concept
includes ceiling and floor
along
with
treatments
foliage to accent the horseshoe bar and conversational
seating groups. Televisions will be
available along with overhead music
throughout the entire building. The
Market Cafe will offer a coffee bar serving espresso, beer and wine, scones and
high-end desserts. Other items on The
Market Cafe menu include soups, salads, sandwiches and fresh baked goods.
With the corporate invasion comes a
domino effect, Gendreau said. Because
Carl’s Jr. will have hamburgers covered, the existing grill in the Student
Union will be replaced with a quesadilla bar. Other new ventures include
Sunset Strips (chicken strips and dipping sauce), The Asian Noodle House
and plans for a sushi bar are being considered. Both the Cactus Cafe and

Alcohol purchasers will be
carded at the register
instead of at the door.
Gendreau described the
current pub as a place that
needed change.
"One word sums it up
sticky," she laughed.
The introduction of
Jeff Batuhan
name companies to
outgoing Associated Students president brand
campus has not always
been met with approval,
according to Batuhan
"Five years ago we tried
Orient Express will be staying in the to bring a recognizable name to school
and were met with an uproar. People
Student Union.
This new undertaking is not without insisted they only wanted campus sponcontroversy due to the history that sors," he recalled. But the introduction
many claim is an integral part of the ofJazzland followed by Jamba Juice has
pub, according to Batuhan. He changed public opinion, according to
explained many of his fraternity broth- Gendreau.
Jazzland was the first off-campus
ers have expressed dismay at the loss of
what they consider a beloved landmark. business brought to campus mainly
"People need to understand we’re not because Spartan Services felt that outgetting rid of the pub, we’re renovating lying areas of the campus were not
being serviced, Gendreau said. Its sucit," Batuhan said.
One downside of the current pub is cess led to the exploration of other
the fact that entry is limited to those 21 avenues including Jamba Juice. The
and over, Cook said. When the pub is reaction to Jamba Juice solidified and
replaced by The Market Cafe, a much energized the plans to redo culinary
wider population will be allowed in areas on campus, Gendreau said.
since there will be no more ID checks.
"We had not invested any money in

People need to understand we’re not
getting rid of the pub, we’re renovating
it.

ages and so were long overdue for this
type of renovation," she explained.
A major reason for the pub’s transformation is the fact it has been steadily losing business. In the last 10 years
alcohol sales have declined at the pub,
plummeting from $250,000 at its height
to $40,000 annually, according to
Gendreau. She said in the pub’s heyday,
it was popular as a hangout to listen to
some of San Jose’s better bands. But the
downtown redevelopment project and
the subsequent popularity of new clubs
has drawn many younger students off
campus. It had become evident that if
changes were not implemented students would be left with one less gathering place.
Student reaction to the new cuisine
has been decidedly enthusiastic.
Chris Padua, a junior, said, "I loved it
when Jambs Juice came and I’m looking forward to this."
When told some students were
bemoaning the loss of the pub, Mindy
Sorenson, a senior, said, "Let me guess
they had to be fret boys. They are the
only ones who could possibly be sentimental about that dive. Get rid of it and
bring in something good."
Gendreau estimates the new eateries
will be open by mid-September.

Class study: Students assign grades Technology. Division’s fate to be decided
Continued from page 1
Gabe Reyes, assistant to
SJSU President Robert Caret
for campus climate, believes
that the increase of positive perception is due in part to the university’s recent drive to improve
campus conditions.
Over the past two-and-a-half
years, President Caret and the
campus climate advisory committee, have developed ways to
create a maximum learning
environment for students, staff
and faculty," Reyes said.
According to Reyes, Caret
identified four major areas that
required improvement: diversity among students, faculty and
staff, retention of students, computerization and availability of
that technology to students on
campus, and a cleaner, safer,
friendlier place for the campus
community. As a result, the
campus climate advisory committee, of which Reyes is chair,
was formed. The committee is
responsible for implementing
Caret’s initiatives.
"I think President Caret’s initiatives and the fact that the
economy has changed and there
is more money to do things with,
has a lot to do with the increase
(of positive student response),"
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Reyes said. "Caret is making an
effort to stay in touch with the
needs of staff and students."
Students still graded campus
parking low, however the grade
point average went up from a
.67 to .86.
According to Lt. Bruce Lowe,
manager of campus parking
with the University Police
Department, many positive
changes have been implemented
in the past two years.
"In January of 1996, when I
came on, I changed the enforcement program," Lowe said. "I did
away with unfair tickets, like
parking on the white line (in the
garage parking spaces) or incorrect placement of parking permits on car windshields."
Lowe said that, although tickets bring in much-needed revenue, he thinks parking needed
to be more lenient and userfriendly to campus drivers.
"With fewer revenue from the
citation program, the alternative transportation (shuttle
buses from south campus, etc.)
program is affected," Lowe said.
"However, ninety percent of people that come to SJSU, drive. I
wanted to put a heart into our
program instead of (the perception of) a cold empty garage."
Lowe has added a "greeter

program," where parking attendants greet drivers and has
extended hours in the Seventh
Street parking office to improve
customer service.
Tu Lee, an SJSU liberal arts
senior, said that after her first
semester at the university she
no longer purchases parking
permits.
"I could never find a spot and
I was always late to class," Lee
said. "It was frustrating. Now I
just take the light rail."
According to Lowe, SJSU has
ample parking, but some of it is
south of campus.
"People don’t like going
there," Lowe said.
Despite the shuttle buses
that operate on weekdays from 7
a.m to 10 p.m., students still
don’t park in that area, according to Lowe.
Students just transferring
into SJSU might see the campus
to
differently,
according
Tillinghast, than those students
who have been on campus a
while.
Brenda La Porte, a history
major, has never had any problems with SJSU.
"The history department is
great," La Porte said."! have had
a really good experience (at
SJSU)."

Continued from page 1
to create a single graduate program.
The committee recommended the industrial arts program
be terminated because of low
enrollment.
Two years ago the university
initiated the process with a
campus-wide evaluation of the
school’s 280 academic programs.
The evaluation led to the
proposal to terminate the eight
Division of Technology programs.
"Enrollment declined and

there was some updating of the
curriculum needed," Phillips
said, pointing out two of the
reasons for the proposal.
The Curriculum Committee
review was a step in the process
of deciding whether to terminate the eight programs.
The committee based its
findings on curricular priorities
for the university, such as student demand and societal need,
as well as on the testimony
from speakers at two public
hearings.
According to Division of
Technology Chair Seth P. Bates,

the hearings provided a strong
support of the programs.
"The committee was going to
try to find an equal number of
speakers for and against (the
proposal to terminate the
Division of Technology) but
couldn’t find any for the proposal," he said, adding the
Curriculum Committee’s report
was even more positive for
those in support of retaining
the programs.
According to Phillips, the
report will now be considered
by members of the Academic
Senate.

Seinfeld: Last episode Thursday night
Continued from page 1
Sarah Snow said she is definitely going to watch the final
episode.
She said she will miss the
show after it leaves the air, but
doesn’t think Seinfeld is crazy to
pass up the offer of $5 million
per show.
"If Seinfeld is tired of it, he
should quit," Snow said. "He’s
got enough money"
Forbes Magazine estimated
Seinfeld’s income for the last

year at $94 million.
Despite all the talk, the last
"Seinfeld" is not the center of
some students’ universe.
"I’ve watched maybe fifteen
minutes," SJSU business major
Alethea Ames said. "I’m just not
that interested in it. It doesn’t
spark anything in me. I’m too
busy reading economics."
"I don’t own a television and

"Seinfeld" hasn’t gotten on my
computer yet, so I won’t be
watching the last show," SJSU
computer
major
Eugenia
McCarthy said.
Business major Staci Ennis
said she doesn’t have time for
the program and has lost interest in "Seinfeld."
"It’s not as funny as it used to
be," she said.

Employment Opportunity with Disabled Children
Recreation Camp Counselors, Directors & Staff needed.
Work and live-in at beautiful Summer Camp for Dev.
Disabled children and adults in Santa Cruz Mountains.
Contact Gail Zigenis at (510) 222-6662
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